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THE

n - d

BREAKUP REACTION AMD THE

n - n

SCATTERING LENGTH

fay
B. F. Gibson and G. J. Stephenson, Jr.

ABSTRACT
A simple approximation to the Faddeev theory of the n - d
breakup reaction is reviewed in an attempt to emphasize the
difficulty of obtaining a precision measurement of the n - n
scattering length using this reaction mechanism.

It has long been known that the nucleon-nu-

to review here a theoretical picture due to the

cleon force is not charge independent; i.e., the

several people noted below and summarized by

neutron-proton singlet force is not the same as

Aitchison

either the neutron-neutron force or ths Coulomb

ple understanding of the high energy peak in the

corrected proton-proton force.

proton spectrum from this reaction.

Keliher

Henley and

have recently proposed a form of charge

symmetry breaking potential that would imply a
difference between the n-n and Coulomb corrected
p - p

that provides a good fit to and a sim-

It reproduces

the three-body Faddeev result for low energy, displays explicitly the dependence of the spectrum on
a

, and explains why the impulse approximation

scattering lengths of approximately 0.8 ftn.
gives a much better fit to the data than does the

At present, however, the experimental measurement
of the

n-n

scattering length is not precise

enough to enable one to make ar.y definite state-

Watson-Migdal approximation.
1,
It was shown by Popova that, for low values

ment about charge symmetry breaking in the nucleon-

of the relative neutron-neutron momentum, the ma-

nucleon force (see Appendix).

trix element describing the

cise determination of

a

Therefore, a pre-

is of fundamental in-

sum of the three diagrams:

nn
terest to physics.
Many attempts have been make to exploit the
n - d

breakup reaction
n + d—n

+ n + p

to determine a
. At the recent Few Particle
nn
Conference held at UCLA it was clear that sufficient accuracy in this measurement has not been
attained, since the reported uncertainties in the
neutron-neutron scattering lengths indicated that
the results were accurate to only about

± 2 fm .

Proposals submitted to LAMPF indicate that further
attempts to measure

a

by means of the

breakup reaction will be made.

n - d

Therefore, we wish

n - d

breakup reac -

tion is givtn to a reasonable approximation by the

Consequently, the amplitudes were removed from the
loop integral and evaluated at

k/2 .

Diagram 1 corresponds to the Watson-Migdal
approximation.

Since the factor

varies slowly for small
the

W - M

(a + p ) "

p , the peak arising from

contribution to the breakup amplitude

censes entirely from the variation due to

A

(p) .
nn

It is well known that this produces a peak in the
cross section; however, the peak produced is not
nearly sharp enough to account for the data.

The

second and third diagrams correspond to the impulse approximation with final state interactions.
As we shall see below, it is these diagrams that
If we define

SI

dent neutron,
ing proton,
momentum,

to be the momentum of the inci-

k" to be the momentum of the outgo-

dominate the cross section and produce the narrow
peak.
For simplicity, let us limit our considera-

p* to be the neutron-neutron relative

q = (k^ - ic)/2 , Jnd

a

= mB

where

B

is the deuteron binding energy, then the amplitude
represented by the above diagrams can be written

tion to forward scattering of the proton.
for

Then

q =s 0 , one can expand the functions in Eq. 1

to obtain

as

(3)
iAnn(p)[A»(*]
) A*(ll )](p+ia) -1
np * 't + npx t

a2+(q"+p)2

(1)
where

p 2 = k^/4 - <r - 3k2/4 + kgk/2 .

It is the

last term in Eq. 3 containing the factor
(p + ia)~

(la + p - q
\ia + p + q

that dominates the amplitude in the

region of the peak cross section.

This term is

approximately an order of magnitude larger than
as was shown by Voitovetskii et al
and Muskalu.

Kere

A

nn

,

A

,
np *

and by Popova
and

A

np

rep-

resent the nucleon-nucleon amplitudes, which for

the

W - M

term.

The additional

p

dependence

produces a much more rapid variation in the amplitude than

A

(p)

alone can generate.

To demon-

strate the excellent approximation to the Faddeev

low energy can be expressed as

result, we reproduce part of a figure due to

-1

(2)

Aitchison.3

(See Fig. l ) . It is clear that the

simple approximations outlined above reproduce the
full theory quite well, and that the peak is much
etc.
for

The use of Eq. 2 is not a good approximation
As
np

and

A

np

at some of the higher energies

sharper than the Watson-Migdal approximation.

It

is also clear that, because the Watson-Migdal

considered below and will affect the absolute

curve has been multiplied by approximately 50 to

cross section; however, the relative dependence on
a
will not be altered. Since we are interested
nn

place it on the graph, the

in very small

p , the relative

proximation contribution.

in the

amplitudes appearing in diagram 3

n - p

n - p

momentum

does not vary much from its on-shell value.

n - d

breakup ampli-

tude is determined primarily by the impluse ap-

1

Aitchison
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The n-d spectra from Ref. 3; E =
n
MeV and S = 0° .

n-d breakup cross section; parameters
identical to those of Fig. 2.

In Fig. 2-4 we nave plotted the cross section
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n-d breakup cross section; for all curves
a£ p = -23.7 fm , r« p = 2.8 fm , a*p
= 5.U fm , r*
and

9

= 0° .

= 1.7 fln , r ^ = 2.8 fm ,

n-d breakup cross section; parameter
identical to those of Fig. 2.

1

for incident neutron energies of I1*.**, 50, and
100 MeV , where we have used Eq. 1 to determine A.
(Note the suppressed zeros.)

Each set of curves is

_ (1)

calculated for neutron-neutron scattering lengths
of -23.7, -18.0, and -3.6.0 fm.

We point out again

that a much more careful treatment of
t
A

A

|

i

1

1

i

•

10~ En = 100 MeV

c

Onn 5

(2)
- (3)

-23.7 fm
-IS.Ofm

J

- 16.0 fm

/ /

and

// 1

np

is required to obtain accurate absolute cross

sections; in fact the model needs to be compared
with the Faddeev calculation for the higher inci-

cf 7 -

I

dent energies. To eliminate problems of absolute
cross sections, we have plotted corresponding proton spectra normalized at the peak cross section

|

i

i

1

i

97.3

in Fig. 5-7.

1

97.6
E p (MeV)

Fig.

7.

Normalized proton spectra corresponding
to Fig. h.

From these figures, we wish to emphasize the difficulty of determining

a

precisely.

The differ-

ence between

a
= -18 and -lo fm is only some
nn
for the cross sections in Fig. 2-k this

10g

occurs only in an energy range of less than 0.2 MeV
in the proton energy.
able.

Such a difference is measur-

However, we need to know

aQn

to an uncer-

tainty equal to that occurring for the Coulomb
12.0

corrected

E p (MeV)

present:

Fig. 5. Normalized proton spectra corresponding to
Fig. 2.
10

S
%

, or some

iD.3 fm (see Appendix).

a spectrum measured to better than

0.2$.

Finally, we should point out that, in the
region of the peak cross section, the relative
momentum of the two neutrons is sufficiently low

'
'
I
E° = 50 MeV

t.hat small uncertainties in

9

(1)

ann = - 2 3 . 7 f m

8

(2)
(3)

onn=-l8.Ofm
ann = - 16.0 f m

'c

a

Such precision would seem difficult to achieve at

r
will not produce
nn
measureable effects. Differences in spectra for
r
of 2.6 and 2.8 fm could not be distinguished
nn
in the figures above. Therefore, a reasonable
assumption for

r

in any experiment to examine

charge symmetry breaking effects is that it is

i
^

a

identical to the Coulomb corrected proton-proton
effective range; i.e., one should assume charge
symmetry in the effective range until charge asymmetry is established for the scattering lengths.

6
5
47.3
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Fig. 6.

Normalized proton spectra corresponding to
Fig. 3.

APPESDEC

The low energy singlet scattering parameters

Ref. 7.

However, results reported at the recent

for the proton-proton and neutron-proton systems

UCLA conference

are now known to relatively good accuracy:

the order of 2 fm .

indicated an uncertainty more of

measurement of a
nn
a

= - 7.82 4 .01 fm ,

r

It is clear that a precise
is lacking.

= 2.80 ± .02 fm ;
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-23.72 ± .02 fm ,

where the superscript

C

r*

= 2.73 ± .03

indicates that these are

the measured values including Coulomb effects.
The uncertainty associated with the

p - p

tering length is of the order of 0.01 fm.
it is the "Coulomb corrected" value of the

scattering length.

scatHowever,
p - p

Removal of the
Q

Coulomb effects is a model dependent process.
Hence, the uncertainty quoted for

a
pp

than the experimental uncertainty in

is larger
C
a

. A

generally accepted value for the Coulomb corrected
p - p

scattering length is 7

PP

= - 17.1 ± .3 fm

The n - n scattering length is very uncertain. A value of a
= - 17 ± 1 fm is quoted in
nn
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